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ABSTRACT

An investi-gation into the literature on vortex streets

shed by blunt objects subjected to wind showed that the period-

icity of the vortex and its strength are related to blunt body

(i-e- trailer) motion ín yaw as wel-l as to angle of attack and

magnitude of wind. These factors were modelled in a program on

an IBM-PC and coupled with suspension system behavior to produce

a non-l-i-near second order differential equation describing trail-

er yaw. By introducíng a random nrrmber generator to simulate wind

gusts, and compiling information on tractor-trailer geometry and

suspensions, a computer model wíth graphics capability was devel-

oped- The output of yaw as a function of vehicle speed, wind vel-

ocity and attack angle, wind variance, and trailer suspension be-

havior is plott,ed as a function of time- This model, much more

simple than the University of Michigan models, appears to describe

reasonably well the qualitative behavior of a tractor-single trail-

er in yaw. In consultatlons with local carriers, the predlcted

output from the PC model were very realístic- This paper repre-

sents the culmination of this work.
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NOMENCLATURE

LZZ = Jrailer moment of inertia about the
Kr_ngprn

'ò = Lateral yaw acceleration of trailer
c

:, 11 = Summation of moments about kingpin
'M, 

= Frontal aerodynamic moment'l

1"1 = Lateral wind mo¡rentI tz-
M. = Latera] t-ire,/road friction moment

M-u = Suepension moment

M5 = Vortex shedding moment

Lt = Moment arm to center of area

f = Air densitY

^.H = Effective area

C05 e .SN A = Cosine and sine of yaw angle theta-)
\/ - rVF = Vehícl-e velocity (Frontal wind velocity)

V, = Crosswind velocityw
11UD = Co-efficient of drag-

lL = Co-effici-ent of t íre,/road fri-ction
I

N = Weight of trailer (lb-force) at rear tandeme

L, = Dietance from center of force to kingpin/'
g = Yaw velocity (radians /unLt ti¡ne)
,/A = Suspension spring constant (Ib-force)

.S = Distance from suspeneion roll- center to spring
center (ft- )

/ĥ^ = Distance from euspensS-on ro11 center tot' center of suspended mass (ft. )

M = Sprung mass of trailer

D = Trail-er width
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T.IIND DRIVEN ÏNSTABILITY OF TRACTOR_TRATLER COMBTNATTONS
THEORÏES BASED ON COMPUTER MODELLTNG AND ON-SCENE ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTTON

The vast majority of highway safety research to date has

focused on improving passenger vehicles. One class of vehicle

which has been overlooked by safety agenci-es until recently is

the articulated commercial vehicle. There are several reasons

for overl-ooking articulated vehicles. Tractor-traílers do not

account for a large percentage of accident statistics, they are

not utilízed for transporting paasengers, and they account for

a small percentage of the regietered vehicle population- How-

ever, their involrrrnent, in accidents repreaents a signÍficant

cormercial loss and often a cost in human life.

Although large vehj-cle safety has alwaye been of concern to

hÍghway agencies, this issue is rapidly approaehing the forefront

of research- This enhanced attention is a natural consequence of

eeveral'factors- Fírstly, many highway agencíes in the United

States and Canada have relaxed entry and operatÍona1 (ín add-

itj-on to weight and dimension) constraints. This has led to a

proliferatÍon of larger and different tractor-trailer combi-

nations operating on our roadwaya- Secondly, tractor-traj-Iers

are employed, in increasing numbers, for hauling hazardous mater-

laIs. l.Ihen a collunereial vehicle laden wlth toxic materiale is in-

volved in a col-lision, it can draw considerable negative media at-

tention to the trucking firm, even when t,he risk to the eommunity
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ís mínimal. A third concern stems from the downsizing of pas-

senger vehicles coupl-ed wíth the increase in size and length of

of t,rucks. This combÍnation of changes is perceived by many to

to be a negatÍve development- that being said, truck safety is-

sues have been a hotly debated topic, particularly between auto-

mobíIe and truckine assocÍations. In nany casea, the lssues are

prejudged by emotÍons rather than applying a logical, scientific

approach.

The most commonly utilized method of evaluating vehícle

safety is an analysis of the aceident experience of the vehicle

type in question- Alt'hough this method has proven useful in as-

sessing the overal-l scenario, it faÍls to address such iesues as

what are the particular combination of vehicÌe, road, and envir-

onmental factors which are prevalent j-n particular classes of

accidents and why they occur together. obviouely, overwhelming

evidence such as equipment malfunctions, driver fat,Ígue, or- load

Ioss are easily .identified while subtle factors such as inherent

vehicle instability may be masked or misclassified- The applica-

tion of nultlvarlate statlstlcal analysi-s techniquee[1,2] has

improved the deductive proceaa considerably- But fundamental

questions such as what initiates (or perpetuates) a vehicle into

an unstabl-e mode and what are the ¡nost economical ways to improve

safety without creating an economic burden on eociety or industry

remain unanswered. In contrast, the emergence of complex computer

techniques [3,4] have been successfully applied in eval-uating

vehieular characteristÍcs. However, the leveL of mathematical
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sophistication has a tendency to overwhelm the reader and, if im-

properly employed, yields erroneous results-

In the falI of 1985, the Uníversity of Manitoba initia'i;ed a

smaI1, part-time study to assess the feasability of conducting

heavy vehicle eoll-ision research in the Province of Manj-toba- Dur-

ing the course of data collection it had become apparent that wind

driven instability of arti-culated vehicl-es was a factor ín driver
loss of control- These accidents were previously designated as

"loss of control" or "jacknife" without further clarification.
ïndeed, the accidents were tacitly assumed to be the driver-s
fault- Our investigation of wind records indicate that these

accidents occurred most often during periods when the wind vel-
ocity was at or greater than a partj-cular magnitude. The cauee

of loss of control seemed to lie ín a dynamíc j-nteraction of the

wind, forward speed of the vehicle, and the suspension system of
the trailer.

The obJective of this thesis is to analyze the data gather-

ed from artÍculated accidente using multivariate analysis and to

develop a mathematíeal model of dynamic behavíor of articulated
vehicles to determine the nature of articulated vehicle ínherent

instabí1ity.



CHAPTER 2: LTTERATURE REVIEW

2:1 VORTEX SHEDDING OF BLUFF BODIES

A tractor-trailer travell-ing down a highway can generate

considerable'aerodynamic forces ao that a major portion of op-

erating coets go toward overcoming the retarding forces of wind

drag. In an effort to conserve fuel, caruiers have adopted

such drag reduction devicea as tractor-cab mounted defl-ectors,

bulbous noses on trailers, and innovative tractor designs. Yet

for all- intents and purposes, a highway rj-g can stiIl be consider-

ed analogous to a large blunt edged three-dimensional body moving

freely in an air stream. As a consequence of this configuration,

these vehicl-es produce a phenomenon known as vortex shedding

(Figure A1). Passenger vehicles experience the results of this

effect when following rigs down the highway as the passenger

vehicle is pitched frorn side to side - During rain or BnoIù storns

the vortices can be noted visually- Considerable research has

been conducted on the phenomenon of vortex (or wake) shedding

t6-191 - However, the majority of this work is not directly

applicable to the problem at hand- Despite thís, ínferencea can

etill be drawn from the work of l^Iood lZOf , Komatsu and Kobay-

ahÍ L2If, Shiraishi and Matsumoto 122f, and Olivari 123),

in the development of theory and model--

The latter portion of Wood-s work focuses on tank observa-

tions of a heaving airfoil- A trailer pivoting about the king-
pin woul-d be subjected to similar formation mechanisms at the
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trailing edge- Vtrood noted that for a sharp-edged airfoil, the

ensuing wake developed a clock-wise motion about the trailing edge"

thus forming a "thrust-type" vortex trail- with downstreann velo-

city- Whereas, for a blunt-edged airfoil, the vortex is captured

cfose to the base and is carried across the wake where it is fi-

nally displaced by the next vortex. The result is a "drag-type"

traíI with a 90-180 degree phase lag with an upstream velocity
(Fieure A1) - Wood assumes that this is simply a displacement

effect of the blunt edge and that increasing the heaving ampli-

tude would restore the thrust type trail. After conducting fur-

ther tests, ihe result was an increase in both strength and spac-

ing of the ensuing vortex action- Oscillatíons are thus assoc-

iated with periodic crossflow, and hence fluctuating lift, inci-

dence, and circulation. Transverse oscillatory motion wiÌl be

poeitively damped if the lift component remains in phase with the

íncidence and opposes the direction of lateral motion- Wood sta-

ted that for excitation, a phase shift greater than or equal to 90

degrees is necessary to provide a component ín phaee with the veL-

ocity.

Referring to FiEure A2, Wood makes the followíng explanation:

for a conventional airfoil virtual mass effects cause the l-ift

to be dependent on acceleration rather than transverse velocity.

In addition, there is a lift component proportional to and in
phase with the circulation-

For a blunt base, Wood assumes that the virtual mass com-
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ponent is unaffected- Thus the circulation component is not onl-y

rotated because of the phase lag, but the magnitude increases as

well- - The vector representing the circul-ation component of iíft is
sufficiently large enough to sweep the resul-tant lift vector into
the second quadrant where it has a sígnificant component in phase

with the motion- Therefore, a sharp edged airfoil requires exter-
nal force to sustain lateral oscíI1atíon while a blunt-edged air-
foil has a mechanism to extract energy from the ftow to perpet-

uate oscillations. Thus a possibl-e aerodynami-c mechanism to
drive articul-ated vehicre oscillation definitery exists-

Komatsu and Kobayashi[21] and Shiraishi and Matsr:moto[22]

examine motj-on-induced shedding of bluff bodies with the latter
eoncentrating on the applicatíon for brídge structuree. Komatsu

and Kobayashí conclude that there are two mechanisms which are

potentialLy reeponsible for formation of vortex streets- The

first ie reetricted to oscillatíons of small amplitude caused by

Karman vortex shedding t6-19J having a aeparation point at the

traíling edge- The eecond mechanÍsm, which Ís independent of
Karman shedding, has a separation poínt at the 1eading edge with
a large amplitude.

They further observe that a fluctuating presaure díe-
tribution along the chord of the body is produced by the second

category of vortex shedding and is attributable to ¡notion in-
duced oscillations. They further argue that Karman vortex shed-

ding may be an initiation mechanigm for notion indueed shedding-
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Referring to Figure 43, Komatsu and Kobayashi offer the

fol]owing supposition :

(1)The generation of the vortex from the leading edge A

synchronízes with the oscillatÍon of the body.

(2)The vortex keeps growing during the cycle-

(3)The vortex is shed from the trail-ing edge E into the

wake. The vortex built up at the lower edge A' behaves in the

same manner as described above- The curvature of the stream-

lines over the vortex is accompanied by a reduction of pressure

at the adjacent part of the surface-

(4)The developed vortex D shown ín Figure A3(iv) produces

an upward lift which must be greater than the downward lift due

to vortex B'- Thus the total lift-force acts upward and synchro-

nizes wíth the upward movement of the body itself- The reverse

situation is produced by vortíces D- and B before or after a

half-eycle, aa shown in Figure A3(íi). the interaction between

vortex-índuced force and the body motion is repeated in every

cycle of oscillation. Thus the body is subiected to an in-phase

exciting force produced by the vortj-ces and the oscillation ís

maÍnta j-ned steadily.

Shíraishi and Matsumoto conducted a series of tests to ex-

amine the effect of various bluff body geometries on vortex shed-

ding characteristics- Two of the geometríes considered were blunt

trailing edged bodies with and wíthout a bulbous lead edge. Ïn-
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ferences can be drawn to adopt the work in analyzi-ng the effect of

wind deflectors on trailers- The results for a blunt lead and

trailing edged body (i.e. a traj-Ier) corroberates the findings of

Komatsu and Kobayashílzt)- Shiraishi and Matsumotol22) ob-

tained índuced vortex shedding from the lead and trailing edges

and attribute them to a fl-uctuatíng pressure difference along

the chord of the body, whereas vortices shed from a bulbous

leading edged body tended not onl-y to be suppressed, but also

irnproved fl-ow control at the trailÍng edge. The reduction is

attributed to an decrease ín the rnagnitude of preesure variation

coupled with an increase in the phase lag of greater than 180 de-

grees -

It is noted that the above works are for lamínar flows with

low reynolds numbers, whereas a trailer oscillating in wind can

experience consj-derable turbulent flow- However, from the Iít-

erature reviewed, and utilizing Figure 44, it ie seen that a flue-

tuatíng preasure differential Ís developed on the leeward sÍde of

the trailer with a simultaneously occurring destabilizing moment

about the kíngpín- The reeultant wínd force angle and magnítude

is directly proportional to the square of the eidewind velocity-

Thus despite the difference in fl-ow types, the principle formation

and driving mechanisms are present for the articulated vehicle-

2:2 SUSPENSION EFFECTS

Ervin 1241 notes the trailer suspension characteristícs
as they relate to vehÍcIe etability. The roll motion of the
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aprung mass on the suspension rotates about the suspension ro11

center- The suspension components, axle(s), and tires rotate about

the tire ro11 center in the ground plane as the tires deflect due

to LefL/ríght'load transfer- For typical heavy vehicl-es, 2/B of
the total roII angle subtended by the sprung mass involves rota-

tion about the suspension ro11 center whi-Ie the remaining L/3 ro-

tates about the tíre roll center- Sínce the majoríty of roII mo-

tion is about the suspension ro11 center, it is important to note

that the lateral destabilízing moment (M1xAy*H2), as seen in Fie-

ure 45, is proportional- to the l-ever arm H2, between the aprung

mass center and suspension ro11 center- Suspensions on most North

American trailers have a suspension ro11 center height of 22 to 30

inches above the ground-

Ervin assumes a rigid model in.the above narrative which is

acceptable aa an initÍal approximation- However, a more accurate

description would be the following- The moment produced by the

suspended mass is approximated by MlxAyxHZ, where Ay ie the lat-
eral acceleration of the suspended mass and H2 is the moment arm

from the suspension roll center- The second moment is produced at
the outboard tires and is (W1+I{2)xuxH1, where ([rI1+W2) ie the total
trail-er weight, u is the road/tire co-effeeient of fricti-on, and

H1 is the distance from the ground plane to the suspension ro11

center. A third moment is produced by the suspension itself and

is represented by Kxhxs, where K is the epring constant, h ie the

euspension deflection, and S is the suspension track width-

The moments due to the suspended maes and suspension tend to
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cancel each other sínce they both act about the suspension ro11

center- However, on rough roads or when sidewind forces are high,

the acceleration of the suspended mass will be great enough to
overcome the restoring suspensi-on moment- If the suspended rrass

moment is of sufficient magnitude, ít may inítiate a rol-lover if
the co-effícient of frlction at the tíre,/road interface is high-

On íey surfacea, where the lateral tire forces are a function of
sIip, the available restoring moment is a function of the lateral
sliding velocity. Therefore, the suspended mass moment can initíate
and maintain a trailer in yaw as the tire/road forces decrease

wit,h increasing slip-

Ïn srmmary, there are two main conclusj-ons drawn from the

literature- The first is that a blunt trairing edged highway

trailer has an aerodynamic mechanism to drive and perpetuate

trailer oscillatíons- This stems from the nature in whíeh vortex
shedding alone the chord and rear of the trailer acts in phase

with the trailer oseillation. The second meehanism Ís due to the

lateral forces created as the trailer rotates about its suspen-

sion roll center. Both of these mechanisms extract energy from

the wind and forward motion of the trailer respectively in order

to mai-ntain trailer oscillation.



CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGTES AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3:1 DATA SOURCES

Evidence in support of the existence of possible dynamic in-
stability is drawn primarily from on-scene ínvestigatíon of heavy

vehicle collisions occurring within Manitoba from December 1gB5 to
May 1986- rn all, thirty-two caaes were sel-ected for in-depth
analysis- Documentation consisted of i)vehic1e, roadway, d.river,
and envi-ronmental charact,eristics, ii) extent of injuries and pro-
perty damage, iii) collision scene evidence and sequence of events.
Photographic evidence was also collected for verification and ar-
chival purposes. Cases were selected at random with particular
reference to proximity of coll-ision and the probabilit,y of arriv-
ing on scene before the vehicle(s) vTere disturbed- A twenty-four
hour conmunications link was established between the University of
Manitoba and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The focus of the
study was to determine the feasabilíty of examining connercial veh-
icles Ín their natural environment (on the highway) and thus urban
caees were excluded. Weather data wae obtained from Environment

Canada with particular attentj-on to the magnitude of the variables
in quest5-on. Further col-lision data was assembled from diseuss-
ions.with drivers at the acene or in subsequent telephone conver-
sations.

3:2 DISCUSSION OF ON-SCENE ACCIDENT INVESTTGATIONS

The accident data analysj-s is broken down into two sections:
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i) examination of indívidual data elements, and ii) results of

Statistical Anal-ysis System (SAS) multivariate analysis-

3:2:1 VEHICLE AND CASE DATA ELEMENTS

Of the thirty two cases selected, the criteria vehicle is

ínvolved in 23 single vehícle incidences; 6 cases involve another

vehicle, 1 case involves a co1lísion with a road grader, 1 tractor

traíler unit struck a pedestrian on the híghway, and the final

case involves the criteria vehicle colliding with a bridge

abutment- This data is graphed in Figure C1.

Twenty of the vehÍc1e configurations are 45 foot single

traíIers- In two cases, the trailers are 48 foot trail-ers, where

another two tractors are with 21 foot trailers (sand,/snow haul)-

Five confígurations are A-train doubles, with one configuratÍon

havíng a B-trai-n double. Two casea concern a tractor which was

bobtailing (no trailer). This data is presented in Fieure C2-

Exc1udíng the two bobtail cases, L2 of the trailers are

vans, fíve are livegtock trailers, and five more are oPen bulk

trail-ers (hopper bottorn)- Another fir¡e are tanker units, with

two more tractors hauling flatdecks- Only one unit is hauling a

refrigerator unit (reefer). This data is preeented Ín Figure C3.

A total of 14 traÍlers were empty with one traíIer at a load

factor of 25%. One traÍler was at a load factor of 75% with the

14 remaining trailers full-y loaded- This data is presented i-n
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Figure C4-

Nineteen of the criteria vehicl-es were travel-Iing at fulI

road speed (60 mph or greater) - Twel-ve vehicles were travelling

at speeds between 45 and 60 mph- Only one case happened at a

speed less than 45 nph, êt an intersection when the crÍteria veh-

icle was slowing down for a light- AIl other cases took place on

open highway. This data is displayed in Fie¡lre C5.

Fourteen cases took pJ-ace on a two lane provincial highway

with the remaining occurring on the Trans-Canada (four-Iane)- Of

fourteen cases occurring on two lane roads, eleven were on tangents

and three were on curves- Of the eighteen cases which took place

on the Trans-Canada, thírteen were on tangents and five r¡rere

on cÌ¡rves. This data is presented in FiÊure C6-

Eleven cases carne about on icy roadways with eight occur-

ring on snow paeked surfaces- Nine cases arose on dry roads wÍth

four occurring on wet surfaces- One case occurred on a slushy

surface. This data is displayed in Fígure C7 -

3:2:2 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Thirteen of the cases happened under clear ski-es with no

precipitation- Two cases occurred under light rain and another

case under heavy rainshowers- Ten caees occìjrrred under IÍght

snow and another involved in heavy snowstorm- This data is

displayed in Fieure C8.
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The average maximu¡o wind val-ue was 11.6 MPH, plus or minus

6.2 MPH- The median (most frequently observed val-ue) was 20 MPH-

Fourteen cases had wind valuee of 20 MPH or greater- Nineteen

casea had wind val-ues of 15 MPH or greater - Examíning FiEure

C9, one finds that wind values assume a somewhat normal distri-

bution of about 15 MPH- Althoueh additional wind val-ues woul-d be

needed to safely assume that wind speeds are normally distri-

buted about 15 MPH, we can expect 5O% of cases to exhibit wind

speeds of 15 MPH or greater.

Wind gust was an average of 2-97 MPH with a standard

devíation of 3- 16 MPH- These figures are somewhat misleading

since ten of the thirty-two cases had no observable fluctua-

tion- The median (most frequently observed value) was 5 MPH, with

thirteen cases having gust values of 5 MPH or greater- This data

is preeented in Figure C10.

The wind angle of incidence to the vehicle was an average of

64 degrees wÍth a standard deviation of 47 degrees. The mode

(most frequently observed value) was 4O degrees, with observations

skewed upwards between angles of 60 to 120 degrees. Fifty percent

of observations urere between 60 and LzO degrees- This indicates

that winds are most like1y to be perpendicular to vehicles

travelling on Manitoba highways- The majority of ManÍtoba's pro-

vincial- roads run in either an East,/West or North,/South direction-

Prevailing winds in ManÍtoba are from the West to North/rñest t361.

This data is presented in Fígure C11.
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Ten cases occurred between twelve midnight and 8:O0 ã-rD-,

with five cases happening between 5:O0 p-m. and twelve midnight-

One case occurred around 2:OO p.m., with 16 cases (or 5O%) taking

place between 10:OO a-m- and 2:00 p-m- - Naturally, the prevaiJ-ing

tight conditions coincide with the time of the accident- Thirteen

cases occurred ín darkness, with another thirteen cases taking

place under overcast conditions. One ease occurred at dawn under

twilight condition with the remaining fj-ve cases occurring under

clear skies- This data is presented in Figures CL2 and C13, r€-
spectively -

3:3 TNTERPRETATION OF AGGRAGATE DATA:RESULTS OF SAS ANALYSIS

Examining indívidual data elements givee us a preliminary

overview of an accident. However, the combination of several or

more elements are uaually repreeented in an accident- Often these

elements occur together with regular frequency- Both accj-dents

and variables ean often be classified into distinct groups- Data

from the thirty two cases were analyzed using the University of
Manitoba-s Statistical Analysis System (SAS) mainframe software.

The SAS program PROC FREQ was used to find groups of

variables for pre-col-lision sequence of events leading up to the

collision. PROC FREQ is used normally in finding the frequency

of occurrence of one element with respect to another- Pre-co11i-

sion and col-Iision data was purposely arranÊ;ed in order of

seqì-rence to take advantage of the programs sorting techniques.
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PROC VARCLUS is a program which breaks down large pools of

data or variabi-es i-nto subgroups t351. Unl-íke PROC FREQ, VARCLUS

does a mul-tivariate analysis of the total- populatíon and combines

símultaneously occurring variables ínto clusters- VARCLUS also

does an R squared test to measure the associatíon of variables.

This tells the user not only which variables occur together, but

also to what degree.

PROC CLUSTER analyzes the simÍlarity of data el-ements be-

tween cases and arranges cases in a hierarchical system based on

the total simil-arity between cases- The resulting "tree" diagram

provides the user with inforrnation on classes of cases, and also

the distance between groups-

fn the first run of PROC FREQ, data from the two pre-

coIlÍsion events was used with the main collision event- This

was to ensure that PROC FRES would produce the desired results-

It worked with success and a synopsís of all thírty two eases

i-s presented in Table 3-

The next PROC FREQ run was to find the relationship be-

tween wind values and the pre-collision sequence of events-

This was to asaess what effect high winds nay have on drÍver

reaetions, and also on the outcome of accidents- Wind values were

separated into two main groups, those with values less than 15

MPH and those higher than 15 MPH- This was done because the

threshoLd value for wind driven instability of tractor-trailers
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on icy roads was found to be 15 MPH

nineteen cases with wind l-ess than

with wind values over 15 MPH- Nine

(see Section 4'-L) - There were

15 MPH, and thírteen cases

cases involved empty trailers,

TABLE NO. 1
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PRE_COLLISION EVENTS

WTTH MATN COLLISION EVENT.

Description No- of Cases

1) Trailer vêw, skidding, jacknife I
2) Normal straight, run-off-road I
3) Normal- straight, "L" collisíon with other vehicle 1
4) Normal straight, rear-end collision with

other vehicle 1

5) Normal straight, rock cut gawe wêV, rolfover 1

6) Normal straight, trailer yaw, iacknife 5
7) Normal straight, traíler yavr, run-off-road 2
B) Normal straight, engine brakíng, tractor jacknife 1

9) NormaI straight, rear-pup oscillation, iacknife
trailer underride by other vehicle 1

10) Normal straight, trai-ler yaw, evasiwe maneouver'
tire blowout, rollover 1

11) Normal straight, full brakes, "L" collision wíth
other vehicle 1

t2) Norma1 straight, drÍver feII asleep, rtln-
off-road 1

13) Normal straight, braking on curve, roflover 1

L4) On curve, trailer yaw, iacknife 1

15) On curve, engine braking, run-off-road 1

16) On curve, ni1, run-off-road 1
L7) On curve, traíler yaw, hit shouLder, rtln-

off-road
18) Overtakíng, evasive maneouver, hit brídge,

rollover
19) Overtaking, full braking, evasive maneouver,

j acknife
20) Slowing down, tractor yaw, iacknife
2L) Sl-owing down, skiddi-ng, "L" collision with

other vehicle
22) Evasive maneouver, roflover
23) Full braking, skidding, run-off-road
24) FuIl brakÍng, evasive naneouver, iacknife

TOTAL= 32

with eieht having loaded trailers occurred on icy roads. Fifteen

ca6es ,irrespectíve of load were on dry roads- One case with wind

I
1

1
1
I

2
2
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less than 15 MPH waa a tractor with no trailer- For those cases

wíth winds greater than 15 MPH, 69 -2% j:,ad empty trailers on icy

roads with only 7.7% of cases having loaded trailers on icy roads.

Of all thirty-two accidents, eleven cases (34-3%) had loaded

trailers on dry roads with winds under 15 MPH- (FíSure C14) -

Examining FiEure C15, we find that trailer yaw and blown-

off-road cases account for 6L-6% of the pre-collision events for

cases with winds greater than 15 MPH. The cases where the trail-er

hit the shoulder are also wind related, but to a lesser deEiree

than the two previously mentioned categories. Those cases where

wind did not play a large or moderate role are classed as

"other" and account for 23-L% of cases with winds less than 15

MPH.

Braking on ice account for 36-8% of cases with winde less

than 15 MPH, while tractor and trail-er yaw account for tO -8% of

cases- Once agaj-n mechanical, second vehíc1e driver, and criteria

vehiele driver errors are classed as "other" , and these caaes

account for 52-6% of cases with winds less than 15 MPH-

In Figure C16, the thirteen cases which had winds as either

a strong, moderate, or weak factor in the accident are plotted

agaÍnst the critical wínd speed for friction values ranging from

0.1 to 0.8 for 45 foot and 48 foot trailers. The eases which had

high winds as a dominant factor in the accident are above the

critical wind curvea, except for one- This single case happened
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on a wet road r.tnder mild winds and the instability was attríbuted

to the combination of winds and the hydroplaning of tires on the

wet surface- Hydroplaning of tires can reduce the road friction

to values less than that of ice 126l - Tf we place the síngle

case which occurred on the wet surface (O-5) on the sa¡¡e axis

point for íce (O-2), the wínd value for thís case would be in the

critical- wind speed range. Therefore, the assumption of hydro-

planing for this case is consistent wíth the theory proposed-

There are three casea ín which wind pl-ayed a moderate

role in the accident- The wind values for these cases are

situated essentially about the crítical wind curve- The two

remaining cases in which wind played a minor rofe are sit-

uated well below the critical wind curve- These two cases

occurred on dry roads and wind made evasive maneouvers more

diffícu1t for the drivers- But, for these two cases wínd

did not precipitate the accident.

From the data it can be inferred that for tractor-trailer

accidents which occur in winds over 15 llPH, wind can either pre-

cipitate or aggravate the seguence of events in an accídent- In

comparison, for cases having winds less than 15 MPH, it can also

be inferred that either vehicle malfunction, criteria vehicle

driver or second vehicle driver error is the dominant feature

in these accidents.

Wolkowicz and Billing l2l conducted an on-scene commercial-

vehiele accident survey in the Province of Ontario during the
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winter of 1981, and collected data on 151 accidents involving

heavy trucks- Thís survey was used as a model- for the University

of Manitoba study-

Data for jacknife and rollover accj-dents are plotted in
Figures C17 and C18, reepectÍve1y. In both figures, the trailer
Ioading and road condition is noted. We find that for Wolkowicz

and Bíl1j-ngs- data,74.2% of jacknife accidents happened on icy or

wet roads with empty trailers, whereas fuII trailers on wet or icy

roads accounted for only t5-2% of jacknj-fe accidents-

In Figure C18, we find that loaded trailers on dry roads

accounted for 70-6% of rollover cases. Loaded trailers on wet

roadg accounted for only L7.6% of rollover accidents.

Wolkowicz and Billing attribut these observations to the

fact that loss of traction ís much greater with empty trailers on

an iey surface- For loaded trailers on dry roads, they contend

that the centrifugal force of a payload is able to overcome the

payload weight- The lateral frictíon at the tire,/road interface
provídes sufficient lateral acceleration to cause the trailer to

rotate about its outboard tires.

However, in Wolkowicz and Billings' study, the authors con-

eluded that the driver was responsible for 88% of all accidents.

The main causal factor cÍted was travelling too fast for prevail-

ing conditions'; fn only 5 of 151 cases studied by Wolkowicz and

Billing is wind alluded to as a factor. Yet, in their section
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describing on-scene investígatÍon methods, they state that the

frequency of commercial vehicle accidents is weather related t36l -

The question raised is how is a driver to know what is a safe

speed for the prevailing conditions?

Driver interviews are not indicated in the data gathering

mechanisms of the Wolkowicz and Billings' study, and it is assuned

that they chose to gather as much information as possible without

becoming too ínvolved in individual cases. For the Manitoba

study, driver interviews were conducted when possible to gather

information on driver actions and descriptions of vehicle behav-

iour during the accident-

This proved to be both a posítive and negatíve feature of

the study, since some drivers were reluctant to divulge informa-

tion fearíng reprisals from employers or the police if the author

leaked information- Other drivers were more than willing to talk
about their accident- Some simpl-y wanted an audience to hear

their saga, while others wanted to displace asr rruch blame aa I>oss-

ible on external factors. It wae these i-nterviews which pointed

to wind as a causal factor in heavy truck accidents-

One of the problems with on-scene accident investigations,

and the University of Manítoba Study is no exception, is that

the collÍsion resume Ís an evaluation of the incident based in
part on the lnvestigator's judgement- Data from the Manítoba

study was analyzed using SAS VARCLUS to verify the investigators

assessment of accidents. There are two options in the SAS VARCLUS
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program. The first is that the user is allowed to specj-fy which

variables will be tested by using the SEED option- The second

allows the computer to randomly cluster variabl-es based on the

algoríthm supplied- The R squared test is used to measure the

affinity of variablee- An R squared val-ue of one means that the

dependent variable has a strong correlation with the independent

variabl-e- An R squared vaLue of zero means that the dependent

variable has no correlation with the dependent variable. The

author chose the RANDOM option with ouput noted in Fieure C19.

Examining Fígure C19, we fínd that, for the first cl-uster

the following variables were grouped:

1) PrecÍpitation (PREC)
2) Maximum wind value, includes gust (MAXWIND)
3) Road surface environmental- condition (RSURENV)
4) Pre-coÌlision sequence of events no-1 (PCSI)
5) Pre-collision factors no- 1,2,and 3- (PCF1,PCFZ,PCF3)
6) Vehicle speed (VSPEED)

PrecípitatÍon, wínd, and the road surface envíronmental

condition show a strong affinity for each other- Looking at the

weather data ùve find that high winds accomI>any precípitation in

8O% of cases. Naturally, Ícy, snow packed, or wet roadg are a

direct resuLt of the amount and type of precipitation.

The first pre-collision event is shown to have a moderate

association with wínd and road surface condÍtion. Since trailer

and tractor yaw and braking on ice occur in 6O% or more of cases,

the program was able to group this varíable together with wínd

and icy roads.
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Since icy roads, winds, and braking occur in nine of

thirty-two cases and are coded as pre-collision factors, the

program grouped these variables wíth the previously mentj-oned

group- The degree of association is shown to have a mild to

moderate affinity wíth the others.

For cases which had ícy roads as a factor, sotne drivers

reduced theír vehicle speed to maíntain safety. ThÍs action

was made regardless of wind speed- Therefore, VSPEED j-s grouped

within the cluster whích contained RSURENV and shows a rnild

assocíation with other members in the cluster.

Cluster number two contained the fclllowing variables:

1) Number of trailers (NUMTRAIL)
2) Number of trailer axles (NUMTAX)
3) Converter type (CON)
3) Trailer type (TRTYPE)
4) Length of traíIer number two (TR2LEN)

Of course the number of axles in a confiEuration is direet-

ly related to the number of trailers a tractor is carrying.

Singl-e trailers always have sj-ngle axle or tandems- (In Manitoba

tridems are now allowed- ) The number of trailer axles has the

strongest R squared value of all variables at O-934- However,

this is somewhat distorted since the majority of cases had 45

foot tandems as the trailer- Variables CON, TRTYPE, and TRZLEN

are grouped in descending order. This j-s most probably due to

the low number of double trailer unÍts, coupled wÍth the high

number of van units. The algorithm must have assurted that the

codes for these variabl-es occur together- But in fact, the
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trailer type has littl-e, if anything, to do with the confj-g-

guration. Rather, it is load dependent- It is a given that a

converter is needed to connect the two trailers together-

There is one surprise grouping- The algorithm clusters

LOAD with LIGHTCON and TRILEN. The grouping of LOAD wíth TR1LEN

is not a surprise due to the fact that liehtly loaded van trail-

ers account for a good proportion of cases. But, the grouping

of LIGHTCON with these does seem odd. Going back to each individ-

ual case, we find that the majoríty of accidents with loaded

trailers occurred between 5:OO a-m. and 8:00 a-m- - Motor car-

riers, âs wl.th most transportatíon firms, collect freight frort

customers during the day- Highway trailers are then loaded and

dispatched for arrival the next morning- therefore, most trac-

tor-trailer units on the road after 5:00 p-In. can be assumed to

be fully loaded-

The second observation is that most accidents which in-

volve liehtly loaded traiLers occumed during daylight hours and

belonged to rural cartage companiea or private firms. These firms

often come ínto a ¡najor city to pick up a load, but have insuffi-

cj-ent freight to load a traíIer for the trip in. This is called

"deadheading". Large motor carríers which operate between maior

urban centers move empty trailers onl-y if absolutely necessary.

Therefore, the program is able to identify this aspect of oper-

ations by elustering accident variables-
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Remai-ning vari-abIes were grouped according to the following:
Cluster 7- 1) Wind angl-e (ANGLE)

2) Road alisnment (RALIG)
Cluster 6- 1) Collision sequence of events no. 1 & 3.

( csEl , csES )
Cluster 4- 1) Pre-co11ísion sequenee of events no - 2 & 3

(PCSz,PCS3)
Cluster 3- 1) Col1ísion type (COLTYPE)

2) Collieíon sequence of events rro- 2 (CSE2)

Since wind angle was normally between 6O and LzO degrees,

and road alignment was straight, the algorithm grouped these two

variables together showing a mild association with each other-

For CSE1 the najority of cases are jacknífe, trailer yaw or n-1n-

off-road, while CSES is coded meani-ng that there is no third
collision event. Therefore, the algorithm group these two vari-
ables with a moderate associatÍon-

COLTYPE j-s coded urostly with "O", meani-ng ít was a single

vehicle accident, while variables CSE3, PCS2, PCSS are coded with
"0", meaning that there is no second or thÍrd event- Therefore,

the algorithm hae no choj-ce but to groìrp these variables together

accordlngly.

The concLusion drawn from this analysis is that combinations

of partÍcular environmental, vehicle and driver factors can be

identified with specifíc typee of aecidents. Although coded

reeords such as the accident cases in this study can be used ín

VARCLUS, the progran would be better suited for measured data.

For example, if one had traffic counts, frequency of particular

types of accídents, and the popuLation of truck eonfigurations
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travelling on particular highwâVg¡ VARCLUS could group thís data

very wel-1.

In the second method, accidents are classified by type

through the use of sAS OLUSTER. This program groups records

aceording to the símiIaríty between identícal varíables across

records - The progra¡n starts by grouping each indivi-dual record as

a cluster and progressively lumps similar records together until
one large cluster (the database) ie formed. There are various

clustering algorithms available- The author chose McQuittys"

similarity analysis since ít ís less sensi-tíve to outliers than

other progra¡ns [33,34]. The output ís shown in Figure C2O-

Examining Figure CZQ, we find that three main groups, op

classes of accidents emerge from the data- Group 3 has the most

similarity among its cases. The main features of these aceidents

are:

1) Trailer yaw ie the pre-co1lísion event.
2) Er¡pty or partially loaded traj-lers.
3) Icy roads-
4) Hieh lateral winds-
5 ) Hieh gust.
6) The prevailing wind angle is between 60 and 120

degrees to the trailers.
7) All- have preeipitation accompanying the hieh wind

(usually snow).
B) Nine have 45 foot vans; one is an open bulk

double configuration-
9) A1] except two occumed during daylieht hours.

10) All except one are single vehicle accidents.
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The second Êiroup has cases with more dissimilarities among

them than Group .J, but most have the following simirariries:
1) Braking or evasive maneouver as driver actions.
2) Icy or wet roads.
3) Partially or fulIy loaded trallere.
4) Mild to moderate wínds, no Eust-
5) Most are singLe vehicle cases-

The first group has the foll-owing attributes:
1) Mild to no winds.
2) Dry roads.
3) Partially to fu1ly loaded trailers.
4) Tractor-trailer was involved in collision with

second vehíc1e Ín which second driver was also
a factor or at fault-

The main conclusíon drawn from this analysis is that wínd

driven instability of tractor-trailer rigs can account for a much

larger proportion of accidents involving these vehieles than was

previously suspected- As stated earlier many of these aecidents

are masked by simply coding the j-ncident as "driver loss of

control"- Rather, it should be stated that the driver failed to

regaín control of a vehicle that was rendered unstabl-e by an

external soì.lrce, namely wind.

In the second group of accidents, moderate wínds and braking

are cited as commonly occurrj-ng elements. A vehicle travelling on

sIi-ck roads still has sufficíent lateral tire,/road friction to

overcome the action of moderate sidewinds. However, this changes

when the driver locks the brakes. Sidewindg now have sufficient
force to affect vehicle stability due to the sudden loss of lat-
eral Lire/road frietion- Therefore, in these cases wi-nd may not
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inítiate trail-er Vâw, but it aggravates the situation.

3:4 MODELLING ENVIRONMENTAL AND MECHANICAL PARAMETERS

3: 4:1 SUSPENSION CONSIDERATïONS

In the early stages of development, suspension effects were

excluded in order to maintain simplicity. It was later determined

that a trailer body oscílIatíng about íts suspension roII center

can provide one of the mechanisms to sustain notion (Figure A5).

If the lateral force produced by suspension ro11 is greater than

the fríctíon force availabl-e at the tire,/road interface, "break-

away" will result. Thie wil-I either initiate the traÍIer into yaw

or stabilize it depending on direction of roll and trailer yaw an-

gle.

3:4:2 TRUCK TIRES AND ROAD,/TIRE CO-EFFECIENTS ,OF FRICTION

Heavy truek tires are markedly different from passenger car

tiree ín both materíal and carcaas construction and thus possess

dynamic performance characteristics which are distinct unto them-

selves- ComnercÍal vehicle tires have load requirements 1O times

that of passenger vehicle tires and experience inflation pressures

of 3 to 4 times that of passenger car tires 126l - Truck tires

utilize rubber compounds which provide long wear capabilities but

sacrifice road,/tire tractive friction. In sone caaes, truck tires
possess co-efficients of friction which are 40-64% that of compa-

rable passenger car tires under simil-ar conditions L27l- Thus,

truck tires develop lower l-ateral tire/road forces which render
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co¡nmercial vehicl-es }ess stable than passenger vehicles-

The second major difference is the carcasa construction- As

mentioned, truck tires have a higher load bearing requirement than

auto tires l28l- Commereial- vehicle tires have both stronger and a

greater number of wound cords ín the carcasa rendering them more

rieid and as a result do not devel-op comparable sideslíp as their

passenger car cousins. Consequently, cotnmercj-aI vehic]-es are more

prone to develop vehícIe yaw due to a loss of lateral flexibility-

Road,/tire frictíon values are dependent upon the eurface

the tire is in contact with and, as a result, the available brak-

ing force is proportional to the friction value regardless of

tire slip 125,26,28,331- Tire slip is defined as the ratio of

tire velocíty divided by vehicle velocity- However, lateral

forces are dependent on whee] slip since the maximum forces are

experienced in the longitudinal plane of the vehicle. Lateral

forces are thus proportional to wheel slip- Anyone locking their

car tirea on an icy road while attempting to turn a corner exper-

iences the panic of nil response to eteerinÉi input- Once they

let their foot off the brakes and maximum lateral forces are deve-

loped, the vehicle responds accordinely. (Figures A6 and A7).

Road surface eontaminants also play a large part in fric-

tion force reduction between tire and roadway- Loose graveL

for instance can have friction values below bhat of hard-packed

anow- Snall- gravel particles act as microscopic ball bearings

which the tire rides on, thus reducing the adhesion between the
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rubber tire and contact surface t33l - The sa¡ne phenomenon

occurs between a tire and hard-packed snow or ícy surface- Under

extreme cold temperatures, ice develops friction values simiiar
to asphalt, 1261 - But due to contact pressure from the weight

of the vehicle, a film of water develops between the tire and ice
which acts as a lubricant- This is why a vehicle spinning its
tires on ice often requires an external push to induce motion.

The roadway co-efficients of friction were measured at on-

scene accident investigations usíng a ten pound dumbell placed in
a quarter section of tire attached to a spríng scale. The force

needed to sustain motion was divided by the weight to estj-mate the

friction value- Despite the crudeness of the instrument, values

canne wel1 within the ranges indicated in Tabl-e 2, which where

derived usi-ng full scale vehj-cle tests.

TABLE 2: TYPICAL VALUES FOR TRUCK
TIRES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS

Surface tvpe
1) dry pavement
2) wet asphalt
3) Ioose snow (on asphalt)
4) packed snow ( on asphal-t )
5) ice on asphalt xx

Friction value
.65- - 85
-45- -70
-33--55
.15--35
-o8--25

6) lubricat,ed ice (on aphalt) t(r( .03-.15
NOTE: ** A]so depends on surface texture-
(Sources: Reference No - 26,27,28,34)

A highway tractor is comparable to a trail-er in weight, yet

does not possess the surface area to develop sidewind forces that
a t,railer experiences. Thus a tractor acts as a moving "anchor"

point for the trailer oscillating about the vertj-cal axis of the
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tractor"s fifth wheel- The moments outlined in Figure A4 sum-

mate about the kingpin and produce the yaw described in following

sections. Since it is difficult to measure the co-efficient of

drag and lift for such a body subjected to a varying airstream,

the wÍnd forces wi]l be simpl-y presaure by the effective surface

area. Therefore the describing equation, ín its sirnplest form

is:

rzze=Zllt
L=l

(1)

where Trailer moment of inertia about the kingpin-
Lateral yaw acceleration of trailer-
Sunmation of uroments M1 to M5 about the kíng-
pin.

To expand the driving moment M, the physical and mathemati-

caI relationships causing moments M1 to M5 mugt be stated expli-

citly- Moments M1 &, M2 are produced by wind pressure actíng a-

gainet the effective eide area of the trailer- Taking an infín-

itesmal st,rip along the longnitudinal axie of the trailer, the

moment arm 1e the distance from the kinEpin to the strip- Thus

the wind pressure and moment arms for the frontal and side wínd

forces are a functi-on of the yaw angle- Integrating along the

longitudinal axis gives the total moments produced by the frontal-

and ej-de winds (Fieure 4.4 &. A5)-

r+=
-o=fm=

'L= |
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*t= * f Co A Vrzs,,,t', L, e)
*r=+fcoAVu'coszo\ (3)

moment arm from center of area to kingpin
air densíty.
effecti-ve area of trailer
cosine and sine of yaw angle theta-
vehicl-e velocity (frontal wj-nd velocity).
crosswind veloc5-ty-
co-efficient of drap-

From this sinple analysis one can easily reason that the

destabiljzín1 moment due to crosswinds is a squared function of the

wind velocity- For example, if wind velocity increased from 20 nph

to 25 mph (25% increase) the moment would íncrease by 56 per cent-

t-,vl -p=,A 
=

,Stí,e =
.uÍ
1u:
-D

,w

Lz
c05 ê

e
vF

(4)

= co-effecient of t,íre,/road friction
= weight of trailer (Ib--force) at rear tandens
= distance from center of force to kingpin
= cosine of yaw angle theta
- yaw velocity (radiane/vrtLt tine)
= vehícIe veloci-ty (fE - /e,ee - )

M3 is the moment due to tirerlroadway friction taken about

the klngpin. This mo¡nent is affected not only by the co-efflclent
of friction, but the lateral velocíty of the trailer ae well- Fie-

ure A7 demonstrates the effect of lateral friction availability
as slip Íncreases. As the yaw velocity increases, the ratio of

forward to lateral velocity decreasee, and if euffi-cient enough,

wheel-lock will result-

v3=,tLNL"l 
'-Elcoso
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MA- l,( | -S: , ,., /f -s:,r:-, ,-, È st,,t (fr ery (t)
suspensior, rp"iig "orr-t.ni ( l-b - -f orce )
distance from suspension ro11 center to
spring center (ft. ¡
distance from suspensíon ro11 center to
center of suspended mass (ft- )
distance from center of suspension force to
kingpín. (same as for MB)
sprung mass of trailer

(5)

K=
ò
IAz=
t-*L-

lvl =

144 is the moment due to the trailer box oscillating about the

suspension roll center. The lateral foree produced by the sprung

mass of the trailer box j-s counteracted by the suspension- Yet a

substantial lateral moment is still produced which can have a sig-
nificant effect on lateral stability-

(6)

air densÍty
frontal wind velocity (as per M1)
area of latter third of trailer
distance from latter one third of traíIer to
kingÞin
time (sec. )

M5 ie the moment produced by vortex (wake) shedding from the

rear of the trailer- The effect of the vorticea on the windward

side of the trailer are reduced due to the crosswind. However,

when the trailer swings into position to the maximum on the wind-

ward side, the moment is increased due to additive effects of both

the eross and frontal winds-

Combi-ning the five equati-ons describing the major lateral

moments results in a second order, non-línear dj-fferential

*u= 
* f co A, *lG)LuVrz s,^t f .a

p=
ttlvÉ-A'lz-t-*3
L
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equation as follows:

I..e = t f crAL, [V*zcorze 
! VF

,.[,wNstño f t-Lri, It N

.* f C, L, ArVr'stñ I r y

's,ñ'el *

{"';/Æ

f- tt)

(7)
k)l

The equation requires numerical methods in order to derive

the yaw as a functíon of tíme.

Parameters were changed in a PC based LOTUS spreadsheet to

determine the effects of the índividual rcaraneter varíations.

The resultant non-linear second order dífferential equation

describing trailer yaw aa a function of time was integrated by

using fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods t5l in a LOTUS t-2-3

epreadsheet to take advantage of both the calculating speed and

graphic capabilities of LOTUS- Output was saved and dieplayed

using eíther LOTUS or CHART-MASTER depending on the limitations
of each package. The epreadsheet layout is presented in fiEure

CZt- The use of Runge-Kutta techníques requiree small integration
etep-sizes, which necessitated the use of 286 based PC with ex-

panded memory board (790K) -

The optj-mum would be a 386 based machine with expanded mem-

ory to take advantage of smaller stepsizes for accuracy and speed

of calculation- Each simulatíon run took approximately 2 minutes

to calculate and display the results.



CHAPTER 4:DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

There were two sets of simulation runs performed to de-

termine the effects of paraneters; one for envÍronmental factors

and the second for mechanical factors- For environmental- factors

a road friction value of 0-35(loose snow) was used since this was

the rrost commonly occurring value in actual accident cases, with

vehicle speed set at 60 mph and cargo equal to O- In essence, the

simulation was of an empty tractor-trailer travelling at highway

speed on snow-covered roadways subject to varying wind conditions-

In the second simulation, vehicle parameters were changed

under a standard set of envi-ronmental conditions. Wind was set at

20 rnph (no Eust) perpendicul-ar to the trailer with a road friction

value of 0.35. Once again this was to simulate a tractor-trailer

travellíng on a snow-packed highway subject to varying human con-

trollable vehÍcle factors.

The results were predictable based on each parameters in-

fluence i-n Equation 7, with one exception. fn 20% of cases the

yaw angle diverged wÍth no upper bounds. In real life this

would be analogous to the traíIer spinning about its kingpin like

a propeller! After examining the aerodynamic moments it was found

that both wind Eust and vortex shedding play dual roles in both

yaw excitation and damping, thus verifyíng the works of the

authors in References 20,27,22,29,3O, and 31 which will be dis-

eussed in subsequent sections-
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In all- cases the results predict increased instabílity

for 48 foot trailers in comparíson to 45 foot trailers- A 48

foot trailer has 7% more side area and LO-5% more moment arn than

a 45 foot trailer. Since both frontal, vortex, and side wind

moments are a product of the effeetive area and moment arm, the

48 foot trail-er experiences an increase of L8-23% in the influence

of aerodynamic parameters over a 45 foot trailer.

4:1 INFTUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

4:1:1 EFFECT OF WIND SPEED

In Figrure 81, the average absolute maximum yaw angle is

plotted against increasing wind velocity for the base case for

both 45 and 48 foot trailers- As predicted, the yaw angle

íncreases as a squared function of the wind velocíty- However, as

the magnitude of wind velocity approaches the value of frontal

wind velocity (i.e. vehicl-e speed of 60 mph) it reaches a maxirtu¡n

of 18 degrees for a 45 ft. trailer, and 2t to 24 degrees for a 48

ft. trailer, respectively. It is at this point that the frontal

wind moment produced by the moving vehicle counterbalances the

side wind moment-

Rather than braking to attempt to regain control of a

yawíng trailer, a driver should use the influence of frontal

wind and tire lateral forces to regain control by accelerating.

Although this sounds Íllogica1, acceleraLin1 causes an increase

in the frontal wi-nd moment which forces the trailer back into a
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stabl-e state.

In both cases the most signíficant increase in yaw angle

is between 10 to 30 rnph. In this regíme the side wind moment

is still significantly below that of the frontal wind moment.

The main eonclusion from this observation is that while it' takes

a large wind to reach the maximum theoretical yaw angle, it

only takes a small wind ( 1O to 15 rnph) to initiate a tractor-

trailer into yaw on ícy roads. The second observatj-on is that

for lower wind values, there is essentiall-y no difference in

stability between 45 and 48 foot trailers. This is attributed

to the absence of wind influence-

4:1:2 EFFECT OF WIND GUST

It is interesting to note that for FiEure 82, the upper

wínd limits of 45 mph produce almost 15 additíona] degrees of

yaw over the upper wind limits of 60 mph in Figure B1 for both

45 and 48 foot trallers, indicating that wínd gust has a major

influence on vehicle stability.

In Figure P.2, the gust range varied from 0 to 30 rnph with

a base wínd of 15 mph, which resulted in a yaw angle range of

5 and I degrees at 0 eust, to 18 and 28 degrees at a Eiust of 30

mph for 45 and 48 foot traíIers, respectively- As per Figure 81

the most significant increase in yaw is observed between 0 and

20 mph with a maximum reached at a gust range of 30 rnph- As in

Figure 81, the side wind moment j-s a squared function of wínd
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velocity with the side wind moment being counterbalanced by front-

al wind moments at the high ranges.

Approaching the above observations from a theoretical point

of view, highly variable winds provide a fluetuating pressure

force on the body of a trailer- From Newton's laws, a body will

remain at rest until acted upon by an external unbalanced force-

Once motj-on has been established, inertia forces assist in sus-

taining yaw. fn Figure 83, both yaw angle and wind gust are plot-

ted against time. At T=8 seconds, a major gust initiates the

trailer into Vâw, but at T= 11 to 15 seconds, a drop in gust in-

creases stability. At T=20 seconds, another major gust once agaj-n

initiates the trailer into yaw. However, at T= 20,28,32,42,44,51

and 57 seconds the motion of the trailer is in phase with the

wind gust. At T= 30,34,45,53 and 58 seconds, a eudden drop in

the gust value results in the side wind moment being danpened by

the frontal wind moments.

Moncary, Barlow, and Hawks [29], condueted similar simu-

IatÍons of wínd gusts using much more sophisticated computer

model-s and concluded that wind variance (i-e- wind gust) provides

one of the major excitation mechanisms in arti-culated vehicle

instablity. Therefore, a tractor-trailer under the influence of a

high but constant wind can essentially be consídered stati-c, while

a smaller but variable wind is dynamic and thus has a greater

effect on vehicle stability.
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4:1:3 EFFECT OF WIND ANGLE

In Figure 84, the wind angle is varied from 0 (vehicle

travelling into a headwind) to 80 degrees (wind perpendicular to

traíIer) wíth yaw plotted as the dependent variable. The results

show that for both trailer lengths, a minimum is reached at

approximately 45 degrees- At O degrees, the additíve effect of

the vehicle speed (60 mph) plus wÍnd velocity of 20 mph results

ín an effective wi-nd speed of B0 m¡>h- Sínce aerodynamic moments

are a squared function of wind velocíty, this results in a 78%

increase in the effect of frontal wind moments. Despite a

minimum yaw angIe, the frontal winds can exert a sufficient force

if the vehicle is travelling into a wind- In the range of 3O to

45 degrees, the additive effects of the side wind vector plus

frontal wind vectors are reduced wlth the influence of the lateral

wínd vector not yet fully developed. As the wind angle increases

to a perpendicular positÍon, the additive effect of frontal wj-nd

is reduced with the influence of the side wind reaching a maxi-mun.

The yaw angles recorded are higher those recorded for other sim-

ulation run6, due to the additive effects-

The conclusion drawn here is that when a wind is
perpendicular to the vehicle, the side wind moment is dampened

by the frontal wind rnoments- But if a wínd is at an angle to the

traíIer, the X and Y vector components of wind tend to eancel

each other, with the two vectors being equal at 45 degrees- How-

ever, if a wind is approaching a trailer from 90 to 180 degrees,
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the two vector components assist each other in driving the trailer

into instability.

4:1:4 EFFECT OF ROAD,zTIRE FRICTION

In Fieure 85, vâw angle is plotted against increasing

road/tire fríction values- As expected, vêw angle is inversely

proportional to the co-efficient of friction. Yaw varies from

L7 and 4 degrees for a co-effi-cient of O-2 (glare Íce), to 24 and

8-5 degrees for a co-efficient of 0.8 (dry asphalt), for 45 and 48

foot trailers, respectively- The largest decrease ís between 0-4

and O-B due to higher avaíIable frietion values. As indicated ín

Appendix A, road friction is decreased proportionally with the

Iateral velocity to simulate wheel slip and hence the vehicle

travelLÍng on a lubricated surface- This is eliminated at fric-

tion values of 0-4 and up to simulate a non-lubricated surface

wíth the expected result of a more rapid drop in yaw for friction

values of O-4 and over. Modern truck and car tíres have tread

designs which prevent hydroplaning (riding of the tire on a filr¡

of water during rainshowers) and thus maintain good contact wíth

the road. However, this does not hold true on icy highways

unless the tire is studded. Therefore the problem of loss of

Iateral stabÍlity still remaina on snow or ice.

In Fieure 86, êrr empty 45 foot trailer under the influence

of a 20 mph wind (no gust) ís simul-ated with friction values of

O-2 (glare Íce) and O.8 (dry asphalt) wíth yaw plotted on the same

graph. The maxi-mum yaw for a friction value of 0.2 is 38 degrees
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and only 1O degrees for a frictíon value of O-8. AIso, the

yaw frequency for friction value of O-2 ís 0-27 HZ and L-I6 HZ

for a friction value of O-8, clearly demonstrating the influence

that road,/tire fríction has on vehicle stabíIity- The smalLer

yaw angles at high yaw frequencíes for large fríction values in-

dicate that lateral road,/tire friction has an ínmediate self-

correcting effect on trailer yaw whích is absent at lower friction

values -

Chinn and Neilson t34l conducted fuII scale locked wheel

tests on various road surfaces to determine the influence of

friction values and vehicle speeds on trailer yaw. For an

unloaded vehicle travelling at 40 Km/hr, the maximum yaw recorded

ís 32 degrees for a friction value of O -2 and 7 degrees for a

friction value of O-B degrees. The results for locked wheel

tests índieate that for a free rolling tire on a dry, clean

asphalt the same lateral forces can be expected while a tire on

a low friction eurface loses lateral force due to wheel elip,

corroberating the author's findinge.

One of the most coûìmon statements made during driver inter-

views was that the trailer had developed yaw before the driver had

noticed his vehicle was approaching instabíIíty. Most drivers

locked the trailer brakes under the noti-on that "the road would

pull the trailer straight". In Fígure 87, the same empty 45 foot

traiLer on an icy surface (O-2) with a 20 mph wind (no gust) is

simulated with the brakes locked at T=40 to 60 seconds- Wíth a
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ful1y locked wheeI, lateral forces are reduced to a mj-nímum. As

indicated in Figure 87, not only does the yaw frequency increase,

the yaw angle increase to 44 deEirees, agEiravating the situation.

The comect procedure would be to leave the trailer alone, or

increase speed momentarily to take advantage of frontal wind

damping. Although this may appear to be a contradictory state-

ment, the sarne l-ogic is expressed by Telionis et aI i31l who

conducted tow tank tests on paasenger cars passinEi articul-ated

vehicl-es -

4: 2 ïNFLUENCE OF VEHICLE,zOPERATIONAL FACTORS

4:2:1 EFFECT OF VEHICLE SPEED ON FRONTAL AND VORTEX SHEDDING
MOMENTS

One of the major Ínfluencing factors in vehícle stability
which has long been known to the general population Ís the speed

at which you travel- This is more the case when artÍculated veh-

ícles are concerned since they are not one unit as in a passenger

car, and the osclllatj-on of the trailer about the kingpin is not

felt by the driver until yaw is present- Therefore, a passenger

car driver has the abÍIity to respond to adverse wind conditions

prior to the vehicle developing potentially uncontrollable yaw

whereas a truck driver may never have the opportunity to feel the

force until after severe yaw develops.

In Figures BB to BLZ, a 45 and 48 foot empty trailer is

simulated on a road friction surface of O-35 (Ioose snow) with

a 20 mph side wind (no Eust) travellíng at speeds between 20 and
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6O rnph.

In Figure 88, yaw ranges from 4-7 and 5.8 degrees at a road

speed of 20 mph to L3-2 and 14.9 degrees at a road speed of 60 MPH

for 45 and 48 foot traílers, respectively- A side wind is used

to Ínitiate the trailer into yaw to aecertain the effect of cor-

responding frontal and vortex aerodynaníc moments at various

vehicle speeds. In Fieures BB and 89, the magnitudes of both the

frontal and vortex shedding moments increase as a squared function

of the vehícle speed whích results in a correspondíng increase in
yaw as well. However as the vehicle begins to approach 60 mph

there is a decrease in the yaw gradient which begins to reach a

maximum at 60 ¡nph. Un1ike the side winds which are dampened by

the frontal wj-nds, frontal winds develop self-damping effects at

higher vehicle speeds. Refeming to FÍgure 42, side winds force a

traÍIer into posítive yaw (direction of wind) which is forced back

by the frontal wj-nds (dampened) - As the trailer swings about the

longitudinal axis into negative yaw (against the eíde wind) the

frontal wind now acts to assi-st the síde wind and excíte the

traÍler back to a positive yaw position.

At lower vehicle speeds frontal and side wind rroments are

insignífícant i-n comparison to inertial moments, and as a result

a quasi-steady state oscillation of the trailer about the kingpin

is produced. However, êt higher vehicle apeeds, the influence of

the frontal moments surpass both the síde wind and inertial mom-

ents, which results ín seLf-damping as the trailer oscillates
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about the kingpin [29,30,34]- This is the logic mentioned

in the previous section as to why a driwer should increase speed

in order to correct a trailer in yaw.

There is one scenario which leads to ínstability regardless

of vehícIe speed, and is in fact exacerbated by increased velo-

city. This is when the frontal wind moment and yaw frequency

synchronize with the vortex shedding moment produced at the rear

of the trailer causíng the trailer to diverge i"n yaw- fn Fígure

B1O, the yaw frequencies (HZ) for 45 and 48 foot trail-ers alongi

wíth the Karman vortex shedding frequencies t6-231 are plotted

against vehicle speeds of 2O,4O, and 60 xnph- The yaw frequencies

for 45 and 48 foot trail-ers increases proportionally with the

shedding frequency. Also, it ís observed that the yaw fre-

quencies are a nultiple of the vortex frequeneÍes. A linear re-
gression was conducted on the observations wÍth the followíng

results shown in Table 3.

TABT'E 3: X AND Y LINEAR REGRESSION VALUES
F'OR 45 AND 48 FOOT TRAILERS.

Trailer Tvpe X Co-efficient Y-fntercept

45 Fr-
48 Fr-

- 660
-687

- 160
- 310

In both cases the standard error of 0.01 was a good fit for

the limited number of observations- Combining the X and Y re-
gression values, it was determined that the freguency difference

between 45 and 48 foot trailers and the vortex shedding was 45

and 60 degrees, respectively- These resul-ts are somewhat mislead-
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Íng sj-nce the number of cycles of yaw was averaged over the símula-

tion period for non-dÍvergent cases- lrailer yaw frequencies

were sporadíc during simulatíons (as woul-d be the real wor'l-d case)

and thus no single pattern emerged as the domj-nant ease- What

the data does índicate is vortex shedding has an increasing in-

fluence on trailer yaw as the shedding frequency and strength in-

creases wíth vehÍc1e speed.

In Figure 811 and 812 frontal and vortex shedding moments

are plotted agaínst tíme for both divergent and steady-state

trailer oscÍlIation- In Figure 811, between T=15 to 30 seconds,

trailer yaw and thus thé frontal wind moment begin to lock in

phase with the vortex shedding frequency- However, as the

trailer swings beyond 10 degrees, the vortex excitation Ís lost

and the trailer does not develop self sustaíning rnotion in phase

with vortex shedding. At the peak in frontal wj-nd moment, between

T=ZL to 23 seconde, two vortices aesist the frontal winds to

increase Väw, but an additional vortex at T=24 seconds, 180 de-

greee out of phase with Vâw, imnediately subdues oscil-lation- the

cycle once again repeats at T=38 to 50 seconds with the same

results, demonstrating the cancellation effect of wind moments

which are 180 degrees out of phase with each other.

In Figur e BLZ, the reverae case of the above is true. When

wind noments are locked in phase, the effect is to asymptotically

increase trailer yaw to the point of Ínstability. At I=2O sec-

onds, a vortex is both in phase and at maxinun amplitude with
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trailer yaw and thus the frontal wind moment- At T=20 to 42 sec-

onds trailer yaw tends to coincide with vortex shedding, but phase

lock is not yet fully established. At T=42 to 60 seconds, trailer

motj-on is now fully locked in phase with vortex sheddíng and

continues to íncrease asymptotically as the vortices provide the

mechanism to sustain oscillation- As trailer yar^r continues to

increase with each cycle, the frontal wj-nd moment also íncreases

in infl-uence, and diminishes the effect of lateral road,/tíre and

side wind moments- Although the works of Shiraishi and Matsumoto

l22f , Komatsu and KobayashÍ 1271, l^Iood lzOJ , and OlivarÍ 1231 deal

wÍth various shaped prismatic bodies under numerous wind condi-

tions, the conclusj-ons are essentially the sa¡ne. Vortex shedding

provides a mechanism to extract energy from a wind stream to

drive a mechanical system in oscillation- This fact also holds

true for l-arge commercial vehicles subject to fluctuating wind

conditione.

4:2:2 EFFECT OF CARGO WEIGHT

Increasing cargo weight affects the mechani-eal character-

istics of the trailer in three ways- It i) i-ncreases the mass

moment of inertía, ii) increases the normal force for lateral

friction forces, and iii) decreaees oscillation frequency of the

sprung mass about' the sprung nass center-

In Figures 813 and 814, vâw angle and frequency (HZ) is

plotted against increasing cargo weight (Ib)- As expected yaw

angle is inversely proportional to increasing cargo weight while
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yaw frequency is proportional- to cargo weight- What is unex-

pected is the similarity in values for both yaw angle and

frequency at hieh cargo ranges for both 45 and 48 foot trailers.

Also, the yaw angle gradÍent for 48 foot trailers is more rapíd

than for 45 foot trailers, while for yaw frequency gradients, both

trailers are essentially the sane-

At lower cargo values, the aerodynamic moments have a

greater effect on lonÉier trail-ers due to the increased surface

area i-n comparíson to a shorter trailer, and therefore meehanical

characteristics play a lesser role in vehicle stability. However,

when increasing cargo weight (a mechaníca1 paramater) surpasses

the influence of aerodynamic momentg, vehicle stability becones a

functÍon of the mechanical characteristics of the trailer itself.

Since the rnass moment of inertia is proportional to the sum of

traíIer and cargo mass, a larger wind force is requi-red at higher

cargo loadings to overcome inertia and maintaj-n a trailer in yaw.

fn Figure 813, for cargo weights of 20,000 lb- and under,

the difference Ín yaw angle j-g approxímately L2%, which corres-

ponds to the difference in aerodynamíc noments between 45 and 48

foot trailers. However, at cargo weights of 30,000 Ib. and

over, the difference in yaw angle between 45 and 48 foot trailers

is only 4-L% which corresponds to the 6-2% difference in trailer

length between 45 and 48 foot trai-Iers. In Figure 814' for lower

cargo values, the difference is once again approximately L6%,

whÍch coincides with the difference in aerodynamic mornents between
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45 and 48 foot trailers, whereas at higher eargo values, Vâw

frequencies are essentially the same.

The conclusion drawn from thís anal-ysis is that for longer

tractor-traÍIer combinations, aerodynamic effects insofar as cargo

loadíng is concerned, PIay a maior role in vehicle stability. For

lightly loaded trailers, the difference in yaw angle and frequency

between various trailer lengths ís a function of aerodynamics,

whereas for fully l-oaded traíIers, the difference is based sole1y

on trailer characteristics. The trend towards lonEier traetor-

trailer combinations, coupled with the employment of lightweight

engineering materials in body construction to reduce tare weÍght,

will result in an exacerbation of negative aerodynamic effects-

4:2:3 EFFECT OF SUSPENSION

I¡fhile the focus of this work has been prímaril-y on aero-

dynamics of traíIers, certain mechanical parameters which inter-

act with environmental factors have a dístinct Ímpact on vehíc1e

stability- Suspension action provides a means of extracting

enerÊiy from the forward motion of the vehicle and road undula-

tions, which result in yawing actíon of the suspended mass about

the suspension ro11 center. Moncarz, Barlow, and Hawks ln)

determined in their computer simulations that the heieht of the

aprung maas has an appreciable influence on vehicl-e stability.

However, since the height of sprung mass is uniform (ô.5 ft. ) for

rnost commercial trailers, this parameter was not varied in the

current anaLysis. The load carrying capacity of most conmercial
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leaf springs is approxímately 9,OOO Ib-[¡5], which corresponds

to a maximum load carrying capacity of 36,000 tb- for a set of

trail-er tandem axles, which is the aÌlowable limit in rnost

jurisdictions- This results in a maximum available lateral thrust

of 4,100 lbs at a spring deflection of 18 inches- A simple

sinusoidally varying spring actíon is used in order to maintain

simplicity and separate the influence of suspension and aerody-

namic moments-

In Figure 815, the yaw angle is plotted against the spring

force- It was found that yaw angle is inversely proportíonal

to spring force, despite the spring force being a proportional

variable in EquatÍon (7)- This would relate to a correcti-ng

effect that stiffer springs would have on trailer yaw about the

kingpin- Stiffer springs do not allow for lateral acceleration of

the sprung mass about the suspension ro11 center, and as a result

opposing forces due to spring action is felt more quíck1y-

Therefore, although yawing action of the sprung mass about the

suspensi-on roll center ie decreased, the yaw frequencÍes of

stiffer springs allows for self-correction of lateral forces due

to the sprung mass about the trailer kingpin-

Although the influence of suspension action about the

trailer kingpin Ís minimal in comparision to aerodyamic and

lateral road,/tíre forces, suspensi-on action provides one of the

mechanical means of sustaining notion. The influence of

suspension therefore remains constant at aIl- envíronmental and

cargo loading values.
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CONCLUSIONS:

j-) SAS mul-tivariatate analysis of articulated vehiele acci-

dent cases show that certain collision sequence of events and

specific road and envíronmental conditions occur together with

regular frequency- Trailer Vêw, vehi-c1e jacknife, run-off-road

events are commonly associated with high, variable winds, icy

road conditions, and empty to partially loaded trailers (Fie-

ure C19). Accident cases were grouped into three main classes,

namely, 1) wínd driven instability, 2) single vehicle cases,

and 3) two or more vehícIes ínvolved (Fieure CzO) -

ii) Excl-uding wind data, accident statistics from the

University of Manitoba study are comparable to a similar
study conducted in Ontario 121 - In the Ontario study, 88%

of accidents were coded as the dríver travellíng "too fast for
prevailing conditíons" - Driver interviews conducted during the

Manitoba study show that in aecidents involving wÍnd driven

instability, the trailer had developed eevere yaw by the time the

driver was aware of the situation- Simulatíon teetg in this study

indicate that under certain conditions yaw develops so rapidly
that it may not be dynamically possible to correct the instabil-ity-

Current on-site accident data forms in many pol-ice juris-

dictions hTere designed for expedi-ency in gathering data and

for ease of computer input. Without allowíng detailed data col-
Iection, such forms may wrongly cause drivere to be blamed for
accidents in which they may have little or no control over-
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iii) A simple dynamic model consisting of a second order

differential equation describing artículated vehicle behavior

was devel-oped and exhibíts the qualitative aspects of trailer

behavior without using the more complex models [3,4]-

iv) Wind Eust has more of an influence on vehicle instabil-

ity than wind magnitude. A high wind with no Eust can be consid-

ered essentially static, while wind gust provides dynami-c energy

input to an oscillating traiLer. The simulatíon of a trailer on

a snow packed surface is shown to increase trailer yaw by 2-2

degrees for every 10 MPH increase in wj-nd- For wind Eust, trailer

yaw increases by 6.9 degrees for every 10 MPH increase in Eust-

v) The use of brake action on an icy road to correct a

trailer in yaw ie proven to aEigravate instability. This is due

to the loss of l-ateral friction forces as a tire glides acrosa ar¡

icy surface creating a microfilm of water at the 1.,íre,/i-ce inter-

face, and thus creating a lubricated surface. Restoring a trailer

ín yaw can be accomplished by increasing epeed and taking advant-

age of fronta] aerodynamic forces. This concept is also stated

by Telionis et al t31l - Road surface friction has the effect

of decreasing yaw by 6 degrees for every 0.2 increase in friction

from a base of O-2- In addÍtion, at high friction values the

influence of aerodynamice between 45 and 48 foot trailers is

redueed to the point where the yaw differences are negligible.

vi) Vortex shedding from the trailer is found to provide

a mechani-sm to extract energy from a wind stream to dríve the
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trailer in oscillatíon- This i-s accomplíshed when Karman vortex

shedding from the rear of the trailer locks in phase with frontal

wind on the body of the trailer- Trailer yaw then asymtotícaIIy

íncreases as frontal wind strength íncreases- However, when

trailer yaw is out of phase with Karman vortex shedding from the

rear of the trailer, frontal winds act to dampen trailer yaw.

Vehicle speed is found to have a significant effect on

both the Karmn vortex shedding strength and frequency and also

frontal wind ef fects - This is due mainl-y to the fact that

aerodynamic effects are a squared function of velocity. However,

at vehícle speeds of less than 40 MPH, aerodynamic influences (in-

cluding the effect of side wind) is found to have a negligible

infl-uence on trailer yaw- At low vehiele ePeed, trailer yaw ís

maínly affected by the lateral action of the trailer about its

suspension roll- center.

viÍ) For every 1O,0OO lb- increase in cargo weight, Vêw is

reduced bV 2-G degrees. This is due to the increase in the trail--

er mass moment of ínertia and additional lateral friction at the

trailer tires- At large cargo weights, trailer yaw between 45 and

48 foot trailer is negligible due to high mass inertia-

víii) Trailer suspension influence is found to have a de-

creasing effect on lateral forces as spring stÍffnees increases

This is due to the reduction in lateral motion of the suspended

trailer masa about the suspension roII center- Although increas-

ing cargo weight influences lateral- rnotion of the suspended
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traÍIer mass about the suspension ro11 center, thís is due to the

effect increasing mass has on ro11 freguency- The spring

constant K remains the same under all mechanical, cargo, and

environrnental conditions -

xi) In conclusion, this work demonstrates that under cer-

taín environmental conditíons, articulated commercial vehicles

are inherentl-y unstable in such a' way that they may be dynamícaIly

impossible for drivers to correct- Therefore, a percentage of

articulated vehicle accidents are unpreventable. However, thi-s

percentage for the Province of Manitoba cannot be determined from

the limited number of cases recorded. Present accident recording

forms are not formatted t,o reflect the possibíIity of "dynamic

failure" of this vehicle system, and therefore accidents are

coded to reflect the drÍver travelling too fast for conditions.

The inherent unpredictability of articul-ated vehíc1es under

certain weather and load conditions renders it impossibl-e for

a driver to determine a eafe speed.
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APPENDIX A

SCHEMATICS FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT
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APPENDIX B

MODEL SIMULATION OUTPUT



FIGURE 8.1
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FIGURE 8.2
MAXIMUM YAW ANGLE VS. WIND GUST
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FI GUR[ B-3
YAW ANGLE VS. WIND GUST
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FIGURE B-4
MAXIMUM YAW ANGLE VS. WIND ANGLE
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FIGURE 8-6
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FIGURE B-9
MAXIMUM FRONTAL AERODYNAMIC MOMENTS VS. VEHICLE SPEED
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FIGURE B-1O
YAW FREQUENCY (HZ) VS. VEHICLE SPEED (MPH)
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FIGURE B-13
AVERAGE MAXIMUM YA\V ANGLE
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FIGURE B-14
YAW FREQUENCY (H7.) VS. cARGo WETGHT (LB.)
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ACCIDENT DATA AND SAS OUÏPUT



SINGLE \EHICLE 71.9%

FIGURE C- 1

CRITERIA VEHICLE IN COLLISION WITH...

BRIDGE ABUTÌv|ENT 3.1%

PEDESTRIAN 3.1%

ROAD GRADER 3.1%

AUTO 18.8i6



45 FT. SINGLES 62.5%

FIGURE C-2
CRITERIA VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE C-3
TRAILER TYPE
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FIGURE C-+
TRAILER LOADING
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VEHICLE SPEED
FIGURE C-5
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FIGURE C-6
ROAD ALIGNMENT
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FIGURE C-7
ROAD SURFACE CONDITION
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FIGURE C-8
PRECIPITATION
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FIGURE C-9
WIND MAXIMUM VALUES
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FIGURE C- 1 1
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RGURE C-12
ÏIME OF DAY OF OCCURRENCE
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FIGURE C-13
LIGHT CONDITIONS
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FIGURE C-14
TRAILER AND ROAD CONDITION
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FIGURE C- 1 5
VEHICLE OR DRIVER ACTION
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FICURE C- 1 6
CASE MAXIMUM WIND SPEED VS. CRITICAL WIND SPEED

EMPTY 45 AND 48 FT. TRAILERS, ROAD SPEED
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FIGURE C-17
WOLKOWICZ AND BILLING DATA

FOR JACKNIFE ACCIDENTS:
TRAILER LOADING AND ROAD SURFACE CONDITION

EMPry,WET +5.2%

EMPTY,ICY 29%

FULL,WET 6.5%

EMPTY,DRY 9.7%

cY 9.7%



FIGURE C-18
WOLKOWICZ AND BILLING DATA

FOR ROLLOVER ACCIDENTS:
TRAILER LOADING AND ROAD SURFACE CONDITION

FULL, DRY 70.6%

EM PTY, DRY 11 .8%

FULL, WTT 17.6%
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FIGURE c-20: CLUSTERING oF HEA\fi TRUCK AcctDENT OASES
RESULTS OF SASCLUS USING MCQUITTY'S ANALYSIS
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